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PRESS RELEASE 

Optimum use of space thanks to vertical conveying 
 

Sant'Antonino, Switzerland, 12th July 2018. A new module has been added to the Interroll Modular 

Conveyor Platform (MCP). The Spiral Lift is now available. This has been optimally adapted to the MCP 

and can be used for the efficient and reliable vertical movement of an extremely wide range of goods. 

 

Flexibility and space savings are the trump cards when it comes to material flow: In production, warehouses 

and distribution, goods with wide varieties of quantities, packaging, sizes and weights have to be moved. An 

important performance factor is therefore to be prepared for the most diverse material flow requirements. For 

cases in which goods regularly also have to be moved upward or downward, a conveyor that is as flexible as 

possible and that works vertically is essential. 

 

Interroll has now added one of these conveyor modules to its proven MCP.  

 

"For our customers — system integrators and plant manufacturers — expanding our range translates into 

making it significantly easier to plan and implement ambitious material flow solutions," said to Florian Kley, 

the responsible Global Product Manager at Interroll. "Thanks to our new Spiral Lift, we are able to make our 

module portfolio complete and therefore allow our customers to construct a conveying line that also works 

vertically — all from a single source."  

 

Simple planning and implementation 

The transition points for the material to be transported between the Spiral Lift and other conveying modules 

are pre-coordinated at the factory. This integrated solution avoids additional design effort and faults in the 

material flow, and guarantees efficiency and operational reliability.  

 

The new Interroll Spiral Lift can be used wherever MCP conveyors are planned or are already being used. 

However, this spiral conveyor can also be used as a stand-alone solution. It is suitable for conveying all goods 

for which the other elements of the MCP conveyor platform have already been designed (i.e. for cartons, 

boxes or bags of different shapes and sizes). One distinctive characteristic of the Spiral Lift is its extremely 

small footprint, guaranteeing optimum use of the space even in the case of retrofit projects. 

 

Quiet and energy-saving operation 

Developed by the Interroll Research Center (IRC) in Hückelhoven-Baal, Germany, the vertical conveyor has 

been tested in continuous operation under the highest performance demands, with the focus on maximum 

efficiency and reliability, as well as operational reliability.  

 

Slide segments are used to transport the material to be conveyed and these are precisely driven via a chain. 

Sealed and rubber-mounted ball bearings guarantee particularly quiet and energy-saving operation here. 
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Focusing on work safety 

Since the slide sections also overlap in the bends, there is no gap into which smaller objects can slide, for 

example, or cause injuries to the operator. The underside of the Spiral Lift is completely closed. This means 

that there are no dangerous contact points and ensures compliance with the highest of work safety standards. 

In addition to this passive accident prevention, the Spiral Lift also impresses thanks to its particularly low noise 

emissions. 

 

The bridgeable height between the inward and outward transfer points, whose position can be selected in 45-

degree increments, is a maximum of four meters if a drive is being used. Depending on the required power, 

the Spiral Lift can be driven by a gear or drum motor, as an option, whereby transport speeds of 0.1 to 0.5 

metres per second can be achieved. The Spiral Lift from Interroll is initially being introduced with a transport 

width of 500 millimetres and a maximum load-bearing capacity of 30 kilograms per meter; additional sizes and 

versions will follow. 

 

 

 

 
 

Caption: The new Interroll Spiral Lift allows for flexibility and optimum use of space with vertical conveying 
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Interroll Profile 

The Interroll Group is the leading global provider of material handling solutions. The company was founded 
in 1959 and has been listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 1997. Interroll provides system integrators 
and OEMs with a wide range of platform-based products and services in these categories: Rollers (conveyor 
rollers), Drives (motors and drives for conveyor systems), Conveyors & Sorters as well as Pallet & Carton 
Flow (flow storage systems). Interroll solutions are in operation in express and postal services, e-commerce, 
airports, the food and beverage industry, fashion, and automotive sectors, and many other manufacturing 
industries. Among the company’s end users are leading brands such as Amazon, Bosch, Coca-Cola, DHL, 
Nestlé, Procter & Gamble, Siemens, Walmart and Zalando. Headquartered in Switzerland, Interroll has a 
global network of 32 companies with turnover of around CHF 450.7 million and 2,100 employees (2017). 
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